2015-2017 IRGE AGENDA
Thursday, October 15, 2015
Los Angeles Convention Center, 510, Level 2
4:15-5:00 P.M.

Staff Liaison: Carmen Smith

NOTE: ONLY COMMITTEE MEMBERS ARE PERMITTED TO SIT AT THE TABLE DURING THIS MEETING. GUESTS SEATING AVAILABLE AROUND THE PERIMETER OF THE ROOM

Roll Call

Review Election Procedures

Open Floor/Accept Nominations for Committee Chair/Vice President with portfolio
The nomination will be accepted if a candidate has one nominator and two seconds. The seconds must represent different regions.

Close Floor for Nominations

Campaign Statements: Candidates for Committee Chair – not more than 15 minutes each

Conduct Election/Announce Result: Committee Chair-elect has the option of conducting the election for vice chair

Open Floor and Accept Nominations for Committee Vice Chair
The nomination will be accepted if a candidate has: one nominator and two seconds. The seconds must represent different regions.

Close Floor for Nominations

Campaign Statement: Candidates for Committee Vice Chair – not more than 15 minutes each

Conduct Election/Announce Result

Remarks: Chair-Elect and Vice Chair-Elect

Adjournment

Next Meeting: In Conjunction with the Washington Conference: April 10-12, 2016